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1. INTRODUCTION 
Most of the well-known conditions for the existence of almost periodic 
solutions of systems of ordinary differential equations with almost periodic 
time dependence involve stability conditions of some sort on a bounded 
solution; cf. [I], [2], for examples. Although a very general condition 
developed by L. Amerio [3] does not explicitly involve stability concepts, 
its use usually involves imposing stability conditions, usually of global type, 
on bounded solutions. While recently an approach to the existence problem 
via dynamical systems has yielded conditions in terms of local stability [2], 
it has also been known that global stability of a conditional type is sufficient 
for the use of America’s theorem [4], [5]; such conditional stability does not 
seem to be easily applicable to the dynamical system approach. 
It is the purpose of this paper to develop conditions, in terms of Liapunov 
functions, sufficient for the uniqueness of bounded solutions of systems. 
These conditions essentially impose a type of conditional stability on such 
bounded solutions, and by use of Amerio’s theorem these again yield 
sufficient conditions that such bounded solutions be almost periodic. Hence, 
the Liapunov functions we use are not assumed positive definite near the 
origin. In fact, our hypotheses in these Liapunov functions are along the 
lines of those given by LaSalle for certain stability results for autonomous 
systems [7]. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
We use the conventional symbol for set membership E, and set inclusion C. 
We denote by R” real Euclidean n-space, R1 = R, and by / x / the Euclidean 
norm of x E R”. If A and B are sets, we denote by A x B their Cartesian 
product, and if A and B are subsets of topological spaces, we denote by 
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C(A, B) the set of continuous functions on A4 into U. In what follows, 1,: 
denotes an open subset of Rn containing the origin 0. 
If f is a function on R x 1,’ to R’“, we say that f t C,(x) if for each 
(t,, , ~a) E R ‘,: I’ there exists 6 :..b 0 and a I, 0 such that for t -.~ t,, / ,. A, 
) x - so -: 6, I y v,, I cr 6 we have 
~ f (t, x) - f(t, y)l <L X - J’ i. (1.1) 
If f is as above except that (1 .l) is to hold for (t, X) and (t, y) in any set 
H x K where KC I_’ and K is compact, and L -= L(K), we say f E G(x). 
We say that P’E C(R x U, R) is a Liapunov function if YE Cc,(x), 
V(t, X) - 0 as x + 0 uniformly for t E R, and if for each compact KC (J-, 
there exists a B such that / V(t, x)! i B for (t, X) c R x K. Define 
P(&, x) = bl+ sup[V(t -r h, .X m!- hf(& X)) ~~ V(2, x)J/h, (1.2) 
where f E C(R x CT, R”), f(t, 0) = 0, and we consider the differential 
equation: 
.t’ = f(t, x), 
dx 
x1-g. 
3. UNIQUENESS FOR BOUNDED SOLUTIONS AND ALMOST PERIODICITY 
THEOREM 1. Let K C U, K compact, and 0 E K. Let there exist a Liapunov 
function V and a real valued function a(r) defined and continuous for t >, 0 and 
such that a(O) = 0, a(r) > 0 for Y > 0. Then if either 
4 x I) f Vm(t, x), or -4 x I) 3 Vdt, x) (1.3) 
holds for (t, x) E R x K, s = 0 is the only solution of (I) such that x(t) E K 
for all t E R. 
Proof. Suppose x(t) is a solution of (1) such that x(t) E K for all t E R. 
Suppose a(1 x 1) < pcl)(t, X) holds in R x K. Then if we define w(t) = 
V(t, x(t)), we have D’w(t) = p(,)(t, x(t)) >, a(/ x(t)\) >, 0; here D+ denotes 
upper right hand derivative; cf. [6j, p.3, for details. Hence w(t) is non- 
decreasing, and since 1 w(t)[ < B for all t E R, w(t) + b as t + +co and 
w(t) - a as t---z ---m. It also follows that there exists a sequence {tr>, 
k = 1, 2,..., t, ---f tzz such that w’(tk) exists, and w’(tk) --j 0 and 
x(tr) + x(, E K as k + CO. But w’(tk) > a(/ x(tt)/), k = 1, 2 ,... : thus 
a(/ x0 I) = 0 and we have x0 = 0. Hence V(t, , x(t,J) --+ 0 as n --, CO; i.e. 
b = 0. In a similar fashion one obtains a = 0; we omit the details. Thus we 
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have V(t, x(t)) = 0 for t E R. From this we have obviously I?u,(t, x(t)) = 0 
for t E R, and thus a(1 x(t)l) = 0 for t E R. It follows clearly that x(t) = 0 
for t E R. 
The modifications required in case 3o,(t, X) < -a(; x 1) holds for 
(t, x) E R x K are obvious; we omit the details. This proves the theorem. 
We now develop a sufficient condition that a bounded solution of an almost 
periodic system be almost periodic in terms of the existence of a Liapunov 
function such as is involved in Theorem 1. To this end we need the following 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let L’ be a Liapunov function such that T’ E c,(x) and which for 
each compact KC U is continuous in t uniformly for (t, x) E R x K. Let V also 
satisfy (1.3) on R x U. Then if {tic}, k = I, 2,..., is a real sequence such that 
f(t + t, 9 4 - gt4 x as k + co uniformly on compact subsets of R x U, 1 
there exists a Liapunov function WE C,(x) on R x U satisfying either 
4 x I) < ~dt, 4 or -4 x I) 3 T/tilg)tt, 4 
for (t, X) E R x U, where u(r) is as in (1.3) and 
uw 
x’ = g(t, x). (Id 
Proof. Let I and K be compact subsets of R and C: respectively; the 
sequence {V(t + t, , x)}, k = 1,2 ,..., is uniformly bounded and equi- 
continuous on I x K. By the usual arguments involving Ascoli’s lemma, 
there exists a subsequence of {tk}, k = I, 2,..., which we again denote by {tk}, 
k = I,..., such that lim,,, V(t + t, , x) = W(t, x) exists on R x U, the 
convergence being uniform on compact subsets I x K of R x U. It follows 
easily that W is a Liapunov function such that WE c,(x); we observe that 
although V Ebb does not imply WE C,(X), it follows that V E C,,(x) 
implies WE C,(x). 
It remains to verify (1.3g) for this W. To this end fix (t, X) E R x U, and 
h>Osuchthatx+Ohf(t+t,,x)EU fork=l,2,... and O<O<l. 
Assume first that vcl)(t, X) > ~(1 x 1) holds. We have for each k = I, 2,..., 
[v(t + t, + h, X + hf (t + tk , x)) - v(t + tk , +j/h 
>, &,(t + tk + @kh, x + @khf(t + tk , x)) (1.4) 
where 0 < 0, < 1; this follows from the continuity of 6’ and the fact that 
since p(r) is essentially an upper right hand derivative, a mean-value type 
inequality holds. But for k = 1, 2 ,..., we have 
&,)(t + tk + @kh, X + @,hf (t + tk , X)) 
2 a(1 X + @,hf (t + t, , x)1). (1.5) 
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By using a suitable subsequence, we may assume 0, m--+ 0 as k ---> X, where 
0 ,( 0 < 1. Hence using (I .4) and (1.5) we get, letting k --) co, 
[W(t + h, s + hg(f, .x)) - Jqt, x)]/h 3 a(1 x + Ohg(t, x)1), 
and finally letting h --j 0 we get l&o&t, .x) > a( I x 1) for (t, X) E R x li. 
In case Po)(t, X) ,( -u(, x 1) on R x iY, we obtain l%‘os)(t, X) ,< -a(1 x 1) 
on R x ZJ in an analogous fashion; we omit the details. This proves the 
lemma. 
We now turn to the problem of sufficient conditions that a bounded 
solutions of an almost periodic system be almost periodic. We consider the 
equation 
y’ = F(t, y) (2) 
where FE C(R x Rn, Rn); here y E Rn and for each compact KC R” we 
assumme F almost periodic in t uniformly for y E K; cf. [6], p. 25; we denote 
by A(Rqz); the class of all such functions. 
It is known that for each FE A(R”) there exists a unique real sequence of 
Fourier exponents (A,}, k = I, 2,..., such that the Fourier series for F is given 
bY 
We denote by mod F the set of all numbers of the form n,h, + ... + n,h, , 
where n, ,..., nL are integers. Clearly if v is an almost periodic function 
independent of y E Rn, mod p is well defined. 
Let y be a solution of (2); we denote by H(cp, F) the set of all pairs (#, G) 
such that for some sequence {tic}, k = 1, 2,..., p)(t + tk) -+ (Cl(t) as K - CO, 
uniformly on compact subsets of R, and F(t $- t, , y) -+ G(t, y) as K - GO, 
uniformly on sets R x J, JC Rn, J compact. 
If p, $, F, and G are as above we also define 
and 
g&, 4 = G(t, x + W) - W, VW). 
Finally if J C R” is compact we denote by K(J) the set of x E R” such that 
x=y-2, y E /, z E J. Clearly K(J) is compact and is such that 0 E K(J). 
LEMMA 2. Let g, be a solution of (2) such that y(t) E Jfor t E R, J a compact 
subset of R”. Suppose that for each (41,, G) E H(~J, F), there exists for 
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a Liapunov function WE C,(x) on some open set R x U, U 3 K(I), and 
satisfying (1.3) with respect (I g) there. Then v is an almost periodic solution of (2), 
mod v C mod F, and p is the only solution of (2) such that p)(t) E J for all t E R. 
Proof. If we show that for each (4, G) E H(q, F), 4 is the only solution of 
Y’ = G(~,Y) (W 
such that a,!(t) E J for all t E R, the conclusion of the lemma will follow from 
Amerio’s theorem [3]. Suppose y(t) is another solution of (2g) such that 
y(t) E J for all t E R. Define x(t) = y(t) - y%(t); clearly x(t) E K(J) for all 
t E R, and is a solution of (lg). By Theorem I it follows that x(t) = 0 for all 
t E R. Hence the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 2. Let v be a solution of (2) such that y(t) E /for all t E R. Let 
there exist an open set U 1 K(J) an a ia unov function V E C,,(x) defined on d L p 
R x U and continuous in t uniformly for (t, x) E R x K, K any compact 
subset of U. Suppose also that V satisfies (1.3) with respect to 
x’ = f,(t, x) w 
on R x U. Then v is almost periodic, mod v C mod F, and y is the only 
solution of (2) such that p)(t) E J for all t E R. 
Proof. This theorem is an easy consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2 and we 
omit the details of the proof. 
We also have as an easily-proved corollary of Lemma 2 the following 
known result [I]: 
COROLLARY 1. Let v be as in Lemma2 and suppose also that F E C,(y). Then 
zf q~ is uniform-asymptotically stable in the large (cf. [6] for definition), 
the conclusion of Theorem 2 follows. 
Proof. It is known that if (4, G) E H(v, F), and if F E C,,(y), then 4 is a 
solution of G which is uniform-asymptotically stable in the large; cf. Theorem 
1 in [I]. Thus x = 0 is a solution of (2g) which is uniform-asymptotically 
stable in the large. If we observe that g& E C,(x) and use the converse 
Theorem 19.6 on p. 100 in [6], we conclude that there exists a Liapunov 
function IV E C,(X) satisfying (1.3) with respect (2g). The corollary now 
follows immediately from Lemma 2. 
We next state and prove a theorem which can be used with Theorem 1 
to give a sufficient condition in terms of Liapunov functions for the existence 
of almost periodic solutions for (2). 
THEOREM 3. Let F be as in (2) and also of class C:(y), and suppose (2) has 
505/5l2-7 
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a solutiou y such that p)(t) E J C R”, J compuct, for all t E R, 9) being the only 
solution of (2) with values in /for all t E R. Then ifp, is uniformly stable (cf. [6], 
for definition), it is almost periodic, and mod v C mod F. 
Proof. Let G be a function such that for some sequence (t,:)-, k 1, 2,..., 
F(t + t,( , .t-) + G(r, X) as k + CT uniformly for (t, y) E li ;\ J. It is no loss 
of generality to suppose that t,. + cc and p)(t -1 t,) + #(t) as k -+ co, the 
last limit being uniform on compact subsets of R. \Ye will show that 4 is the 
only solution of (2) such that #J(t) E J for ah i E R: the theorem will then 
follow by use of Amerio’s theorem [S]. 
To this end, suppose #r is another solution of (2) such that z,bl(t) E J for all 
t E K. Since clearly G(t --- t,. , y) --F F(t, y) as k - w uniformly for (t, y) E 
R x J, it follows by using a suitable subsequence of it,,), k = 1, 2,..., which 
we again denote by {tk), k = I, 2,..., that #l(t -- tr,) + y(t) as k ----f 5~ 
uniformly on subsets of R; this follows since by hypothesis F is the only 
solution of (2) with values in J for all t E R. Suppose (IfI f +(t,); define 
E” = i &(t(,) - 4(1,,)l :,% 0 and let S,, : a(~,) be the S(Q) involved in the 
uniform stability of 11; the fact that 4 is uniformly stable follows from the 
uniform stability of ‘p and the fact that F E C,(y); cf. Theorem 1, [I]. M’e 
now fix k so large that ---t, <:: t, and that ~ $t( -t,,) IQ ~- t,:)~ c.. 6, ; this IS 
possible since #r( -tk) + v(O), $( - tit.) + v(O), and t,, --+ cz as k -+ E. By 
the uniform stability of #, we must have 
i ?b(f - fk) - #(t .-- tic), .C % for t -. 0. 
Putting t : t,, I t,c in this last inequality we are led to a contradiction. This 
comples the proof. 
COROLLARY 2. Let F E C,(y) and let 9 be a solution of (2) which is uniform& 
stable aud such that p)(t) E J C R”, J compact, f OY all t t R. Then if there esists 
aLiapunov function V defined on R x C:, where IT 1 K(J), A’(J) as in Lemma 2 
and U is open, such that V satisfies (I .3) with respect to (2f) on R x K(J), then 
y is almost periodic, mod v C mod F, and v is the on@ solution qf (2) such that 
F(t) E J for all t E R. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 3; we omit 
the details. 
A few concluding remarks are in order. 
Remark 1. IfF is periodic in t with period T > 0, then Theorems 2 and 3 
and Corollaries 1 and 2 give sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
periodic solution of (2) of period T; this follows from the fact that 
mod v C mod F. 
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Remark 2. Since we were attempting to give sufficient conditions for 
the existence of almost periodic solutions in terms of conditions on F in (2) 
only, certain hypotheses, such as for example F E C,(X) in Theorem 3, are 
stronger than necessary. We could have replaced the condition FE C,(x) by 
the condition that for all equations (2) the initial value problem have a unique 
solution. An interesting and apparently open question is whether in 
Theorem 3, the uniform stability requirement on v can be omitted. 
Remark 3. In [5] a two dimensional system of the form y’ = F(t, y), 
where y = (yi , yp) and F(t, y) = (ya ,f(y, , ya) + p(t)), is considered; here 
p(t) is almost periodic and f has certain properties which guarantee the 
existence of a solution p) such that p)(t) E R, a compact subset of R2, for all 
t E R. In this case a Liapunov function of the form v(t, X) = x1(x2 - hx,/2), 
where h is a real constant, and x = y - 4, x = (xi , x2), is used. Clearly 
P’ E C?(X) on R x R2, and obviously has the required continuity in f. If for 
some choice of h, 
’ af 
i ~ - q2 < 4% aY2 ’ 
(3) 
holds for ally E A, then it follows easily that there exists a real constant c > 0 
such that 
for ally E A. This can be shown to imply the first condition in (1.3) for this 
case; in fact, here a(r) = CY. Thus Theorem 2 can be applied. 
In [4], a special case of this result was considered in which it was possible 
to take h = 0. 
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